Group 3 :
(Alissar ABD NOUR 4ºB, Marie ANCIANT, 4ºD Olivier ARBOUSSE-BASTIDE 4ºD, Louis DESLANDES 4ºD, Théo FONTOURCY 4ºB)

**PERSONALITY TEST : 10 QUESTIONS ABOUT CINEMA**

1) Do you regularly go to the cinema?
   a* Always     b* Often      c* Never

2) What is the last film you have seen at the cinema?
   a* Black Swan  b* Harry Potter  c* Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis

3) What do you prefer between watching DVDs or going to the cinema?
   a* Cinema       b* Both      c* DVDs

4) Who is your favorite actor?
   a* George Clooney  b* Leonardo Di Caprio   c* Will Smith

5) What is your favorite movie?
   a* Sexy Dance   b* Piranha    c* Dora the Explorer

6) Who was the film director of *Arthur and the Minimoys*?
   a* Jean-Marie Masson  b* Luc Besson   c* Dany Boon

7) Who made the movie *Avatar*?
   a* Alfred Hitchcock    b* James Cameron   c* Bart Simpson

8) Who acted in *Pulp Fiction*?
   a* John Travolta  b* Mylene Farmer    c* Tina Turner

9) Who had the first role in *Rambo*?
   a* Rocky Balboa    b* Sylvester Stallone   c* Arnold Schwarzenegger

10) Who made *Titanic*?
    a* Leonardo Di Caprio  b* James Cameron   c* Celine Dion
Profile A:

You always go to the cinema but you only see horror movies. You like going to the cinema with your friends. You are crazy about beautiful and wealthy actors like George Clooney.

Your favourite film is *Sexy Dance 3* because you enjoy dancing. You are cultured enough to know the director of *Arthur and the Minimoys*. You haven’t seen the movie *Avatar* but you would like to see it. You are not interested in the movie *Pulp Fiction* because you think that’s absolutely ridiculous and moreover you gave a wrong answer.

You confuse Arnold Schwarzenegger with Sylvester Stallone because they look alike but you know the movie *Rambo*. You have seen the movie *Titanic* and you think that it is moving. You know who made it: James Cameron, of course!

Profile B:

You often go to the cinema, and the last film you have seen is quite recent. You enjoy going to the cinema as well as watching DVDs at home. Your favorite actor is admired by everyone, and he is known to be a good actor.

You like 3D movies and new technologies. Your knowledge of cinema is quite impressive and for example you know who the film director of *Arthur and the Minimoys* was, who the director of *Avatar* was, who had the first role in *Rambo* and who made *Titanic*. Congratulations!

Profile C:

You know nothing about cinema; you go there only in order to see very bad movies. You prefer watching DVDs whereas cinema is better. You try to learn things about actors, but it is useless because you are not interested in cinema.

The best film you have ever seen is *Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis*. You think it was Alfred Hitchcock who made the film *Avatar* and Tina Turner who acted in *Pulp Fiction* !!! You must make an effort! By the way, it is not Celine Dion who acted in *Titanic*!